
Our collaborative environments provide you with 
access to innovative technologies and world-class  
expertise, enabling you to envision, design, and 
deploy solutions to meet your exact needs. 

Outstanding Environment 
Our facilities include a spectrum of purpose-built environments to ensure  
world-class learning and development experiences.

Technology Experts 
The staff will work side by side with your team to rapidly find solutions to  
your technology challenges. Our staff’s expertise and in-depth knowledge of 
Microsoft products and technologies ensure that you benefit from development  
best practices. 

Industry Leaders 
We have formed alliances with industry leaders to provide comprehensive 
resources, including hardware, software, and services, for the duration of your 
team’s engagement.

Our dynamic collection of resources shortens your time to market by removing 
traditional barriers and reduces the total cost of solution acquisition. Drawing on 
the integrated innovation of Microsoft products and technologies, the MTC can 
be a powerful resource for your organization.
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Strategy Briefing 
This one-day briefing starts by examining your current IT environment and 
business objectives. Then it moves into an envisioning session, where you’ll  
see Microsoft solutions in action through powerful demos and scenarios 
customized to meet your needs. The day includes mutual discovery, tailored 
product and technology drill-downs, and expert presentations. It culminates 
with the delivery of a clear and actionable picture of how Microsoft and part-
ner technologies can help you reach your business goals.

Architecture Design Session 
This custom session focuses on your business objectives and aligns them  
with specific applications of Microsoft software to help you not only meet  
your goals, but also capitalize on them. We’ll provide architectural guidance, 
consultation on preferred practices, and risk analysis to chief technology  
officers, architects, and senior members of your development team.

Proof-of-Concept Workshop 
Our architects work closely with key members of your technical staff to  
transfer knowledge and prove out customized solutions during the course  
of this in-depth workshop. This workshop may also include detailed demos 
and training sessions. Your team will have a private, secure, and fully loaded 
development suite that’s preconfigured prior to their arrival.

Interactive Experience
Spend an hour or an afternoon interacting with a wide variety of Windows 
Phones and slates, Surface and Xbox Kinect as part of a facilitated demonstra-
tion and discussion around the consumerization of IT and what that means  
in your organization.

Hands-on Immersion 
If seeing is believing, then imagine what a hands-on immersive experience  
can do! Attend a custom briefing that includes a facilitated, hands-on environ-
ment where you and your colleagues can experience the vision of Microsoft’s 
platform and solutions firsthand. 

Our Technology Centers marshal their premier resources into 
unique offerings, each of which focuses on a different aspect 
of your organization’s search for a solution. 

Visit www.microsoft.com/mtc to learn more or to contact us to schedule an engagement.


